IN-SERVICE TRAINING WATERFRONT
Water Search: Victim Found, Shallow and Deep Water
Time Allocation: 40 minutes
TIME BREAKDOWN
w/ configuration set-up
10 minutes
15 minutes
Configuration Set-up: 5-8+
rescuers

ACTIVITY/DRILL

NOTES

Warm-up : Swim 550 yards
Review/Practice
Found Victim, Shallow Water
Line Search

Watch videos below prior to
1 pair of fins and mask per
training. NOTE: The in-service
rescuer
component of Line Search,
Land and Shallow Water, and
A line search should already be Extrication should be done
established.
prior to this training.

Rescuers should have fins
and mask in same hand.
Hands should be joined for
the line search.
All commands should be
called out for the whole
line to hear.

There should be an IC on shore
and a Team Leader running the
water operation in the line search
for this drill.

The goal of the water
operations is to locate the
victim and extricate to
shore

Practice each drill at least 5
times.

The goal of the IC is to run
the overall operation.
Once the victim is located,
the IC will identify
rescuers to exit the water
and prep medical gear for
the arrival of the victim

Tutorial video:
Lifeguarding Drill: Shallow Water Line Search, Victim Found: https://goo.gl/Qrs7Mh
15 minutes
Configuration Set-up: 5-8+
rescuers

Review/Practice:
Victim Found, Deep Water Line
Search

Watch videos below prior to
training. NOTE: The in-service
component of Line Search
Deep Water, and Extrication
A line search should already be should be done prior to this
1 pair of fins and mask per
rescuer

All commands should be
called out for the whole
line to hear.
The goal of the water
operations is to locate the
victim and extricate to
shore

established.

training.
Practice each drill at least 5
times.

The goal of the IC is to run
the overall operation.
Once the victim is located,
the IC will identify
rescuers to exit the water
and prep medical gear for
the arrival of the victim

Tutorial video:
Lifeguarding Drill: Deep Water Line Search, Victim Found: https://goo.gl/M4YyNz

